Digital

DIGITAL
OPPORTUNITIES

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

HFM Website

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

1200x150

MONTHLY
AVERAGES

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

76,000 PAGEVIEWS
43,000 VISITORS

450x450

hfmmagazine.com

Source: Google Analytics, July 1, 2020–June 30, 2021

HFM Website Advertising
# OF IMPRESSIONS

NET RATE

10,000 impressions

$90 CPM

10,001+ impressions

$85 CPM

Video Ad (top right side banner only)

$180 CPM

• Homepage position on
the HFM website for four
consecutive weeks
• Social media promotion and
sponsor recognition in two
(2) ASHE tweets and one (1)
LinkedIn post
• Article to be archived on HFM
website under related area
• Content must follow ASHE
policy and guidelines and is
subject to approval
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CORPORATE SUPPORT

*Minimum purchase of 10,000 impressions required. Rate includes both ad
sizes except the video ad which will appear in the top right side banner position
only. See page 16 for ad specifications.

$4,500 (add video for $750)
Pair your banner ad with a
sponsored content package for
even more exposure and impact!

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS

Align your ad with content in any area of health
care facility management, including environmental,
safety, security, and facility operations.

HFM Sponsored Article

LEAD GENERATION

With a presence on ASHE’s Health Facilities
Management magazine website, you’ll reach
more than 43,000 monthly visitors who rely on
the site for the most up-to-date and credible
information in the field.

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

Ad Retargeting

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

POWERED BY

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

Stay top-of-mind and drive sales
Hone your audience based upon the ASHE websites they visit (hfmmagazine.com, ashe.org, or
energytocare.org) and target your offerings to potential customers who accessed these resources.

Best of all, you’ll receive detailed reports of
your campaign results including impressions,
clicks, and geographical locations of where
your ads are promoted.

# OF IMPRESSIONS

NET RATE

Minimum 50,000 impressions

$130 CPM

*Minimum purchase of 50,000 impressions required. Rate includes four ad
sizes over an agreed duration of time. See page 16 for ad specifications.
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CORPORATE SUPPORT

Contact the ASHE Sales Team for more
information and to get started on your next ad
retargeting campaign!

Ad Retargeting

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS

Extend your event reach
Build brand awareness, drive traffic to your booth or other participation opportunity at an ASHE event,
or promote your activities and offerings before and after an ASHE event takes place.

LEAD GENERATION

Ad retargeting is a new opportunity provided by ASHE, and one of the most effective forms of digital
advertising—using cookies to access the audience you specify as they search the internet and interact
on social media. With ad retargeting, you can gain sustained brand exposure to quality leads across
the web, plus:

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

HFM Digital Edition & Email Alert

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

The HFM digital
edition is sent
to more than
24,000 industry
professionals!

Left of Cover
8" x 10.75"

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

Average Open Rate: 15%

Digital Edition Exclusive Sponsorship
1x

3x

10x

Exclusive banner on email alert,
left of cover ad, and banner on
digital edition landing page

$4,370

$3,800

$3,230

With print ad purchase

$3,933

$3,420

$2,907

Starting at $500
Enhance your print ad with one
or more of the following add-on
opportunities! Video, audio, and
pop-ups ads are also available.
Please contact the ASHE Sales
Team for pricing information.
Digital Belly Band

$600

Blow-in Card

$600

Right or Left Skyscraper

$500

Navigation Bar Logo

$500

Rates are net per issue.

Source: Higher Logic, July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021

Save 10% with a print ad purchase. See page 16 for ad specifications.
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CORPORATE SUPPORT

NET RATE

Digital Edition Add-Ons

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS

As a sponsor of the HFM digital edition, your
ad message is prominently displayed on the
left cover of the magazine, in the email alerting
readers to the latest issue, and on the website
landing page. Fully interactive, the digital edition
allows viewers to flip through the pages, click
on content and ads, and forward articles of
interest to colleagues. Issues are posted on the
HFM website and a full archive of past issues is
available, ensuring longevity for your ad presence.

LEAD GENERATION

Digital Circulation: 24,000

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

HFM E-newsletters
HFM INSIDER

728x90

This weekly e-newsletter covers health care
facility operations hot topics, including codes and
standards information, ASHE updates, and other
relevant news.
1x

6x

12x

Top Leaderboard

$1,700 $1,615 $1,500 $1,360

Medium Rectangle

$1,300 $1,225 $1,150 $1,050

Sponsored Content 1

$1,700 $1,615 $1,500 $1,360

Sponsored Content 2

$1,700 $1,615 $1,500 $1,360

Ad Takeover

$6,500

AD TAKEOVER
SPONSORSHIP

24x

Includes all ad units,
sponsored content, plus
recognition at the
top of the newsletter.

300x250

300x250

728x90

All rates are net. See page 16 for ad specifications.

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

AD UNIT

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

Circulation: 58,000 | Average Open Rate: 11%

HFM PDC NEWS
Circulation: 35,000 | Average Open Rate: 14%

AD UNIT

1x

6x

12x

Top Leaderboard

$1,345 $1,280 $1,200 $1,075

Medium Rectangle

$1,050 $1,000 $925

Sponsored Content 1

$1,345 $1,280 $1,200 $1,075

Sponsored Content 2

$1,345 $1,280 $1,200 $1,075

Ad Takeover

$4,500

LEAD GENERATION

This monthly e-newsletter provides original
reporting and contributed expert guidance from
the profession’s top thought leaders in health
care planning, design, and construction.

300x250

300x250

24x

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS

$840

All rates are net. See page 16 for ad specifications.

300x250

Source: Higher Logic, July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021

CORPORATE SUPPORT
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300x250

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

ASHE E-newsletter
ASHE EDUCATION NEWS

AD UNIT

1x

6x

12x

24x

Top Leaderboard

$1,500 $1,425 $1,350 $1,200

Sponsored Content

$1,500 $1,425 $1,350 $1,200

Ad Takeover

$2,850 $2,700 $2,565 $2,280

728x90

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

ASHE Education News is a great opportunity
to target the health care facilities professionals
with a keen interest in advancing career
development. This monthly e-newsletter
highlights upcoming ASHE education offerings,
and provides a highly-visible marketing
channel to position your organization as an
industrythought leader. Take advantage of the
Ad Takeover option to have 100% SOV in any
one issue.

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

Circulation: 23,000 | Average Open Rate: 20%

Rates are net. See page 16 for ad specifications.

LEAD GENERATION

Source: Higher Logic, July 1, 2020 - June 30, 2021

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS
CORPORATE SUPPORT
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Ad Specifications & Requirements

AUDIENCE SNAPSHOT

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

Ad materials for all digital properties are due 10 business days prior to launch date.

1x1
• Static ad size: 450x450
• Flexible ad size 1:1 aspect ratio
• Size range: 300x300 to 450x450
• Weight/load: 140KB

HFM reserves the right to remove any ads
that interfere with user experience or affect
our website performance. Also note if a
sponsorship/takeover is purchased (all four
ad spots) only two animated ads will be
allowed.

Accepted formats: JPG, GIF, and PNG
files; no Flash. Maximum file size is 140KB
for each creative.
HFM Website Sponsored Article
Submit your content as a Word document:
•
•
•
•
•

Headline: 5-7 words
Brief summary: 10-13 words
Article content: 1,200-1,500 words
Author's name and title
Header image: 700x468 static JPG

Additional items
• Sponsor agrees to follow and abide by
ASHE's policy and guidelines
• Embed a video for an additional fee
• ASHE will be responsible for final layout
and content is subject to editorial review
and approval
HFM Digital Edition & Email Alert
Advertisers are required to provide all
materials below for the exclusive digital
edition sponsorship:
Email alert
• Banner: 728x90; 40KB max; static JPG,
GIF, or PNG
• Sponsored content: 4-word headline and
8-word body copy
Digital edition landing page
• Banner: 300x250; 40KB max; static JPG,
GIF, or PNG

Navigation bar logo
• 31x150; PSD or high-resolution JPG;
recommend dark lettering on transparent
background
Blow-in card
• 350x500; high-resolution JPG
E-newsletters
HFM Insider/HFM PDC News
• Top leaderboard: 728x90
• Medium rectangle: 300x250
• Sponsored content: 6-10 word headline;
20-30 word description; 190x127 image
• Ad takeover: submit (1) leaderboard,
(4) medium rectangles (only (2) medium
rectangles are required for HFM PDC
News), sponsored content, and logo.
ASHE Education News
• Top leaderboard: 728x90
• Sponsored content:4-word headline;
8-word body copy
• Ad takeover: submit (1) leaderboard and
sponsored content
Accepted formats: Static JPG, GIF, and
PNG files. File size should not exceed 40KB
and must be 72ppi (pixels per inch). Please
submit sponsored content placements in a
Word document.
Additional requirements: URLs must
include dot and extension. All URLs to any
external sites or sponsored content must
be live when creative is submitted. A 1-pixel
border is required for any ad that contains a
white or gray background. We recommend
adding a call to action on ads and including
a UTM tracking code in URLs.

Left of cover ad
• 8"x10.75"; high-resolution PDF

Digital belly band
• 8" x 5"; high-resolution PDF
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Ad Submission
Please send ad materials via
WeTransfer.com or email to
Hanna Vedder at
hvedder@smithbucklin.com.

CORPORATE SUPPORT

Contact the ASHE Sales Team to inquire
about additional digital edition advertising
options to enhance your sponsorship and
print ad:

EVENTS & TRADE SHOWS

Additional requirements: The HFM
website is a secure site, all third-party
creative (CSS, Java, images, etc.) must
be SSL hosted (https://). Failure to host
files on a secure site may result in a
security warning on the site or creative not
displaying, and removal of creative from
site. A 1-pixel border is required for any ad
that contains a white or gray background.
We recommend adding a call to action on
ads and including a UTM tracking code in
URLs.

300x250
728x90
160x600
180x150

LEAD GENERATION

Accepted formats: Static JPG, GIF, and
PNG files; animated GIFs; third-party ad
tags. For creative that is third-party served,
creative MUST be responsive and 10
business days is required for testing. File
weight cannot exceed 150KB, be 72ppi, and
fall within the min and max size ranges. All
animated ads are allowed a 3-frame max,
first frame must contain/start with an image
or solid color background, no transparency
and animation length may not exceed
15 seconds. Looping is allowed, but not
beyond 15 seconds.

•
•
•
•

Right or left skyscraper
• 160x600; static JPG, GIF, or PNG

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

8x1
• Static ad size: 1200x150
• Flexible ad size 8:1 aspect ratio
• Size range: 600x75 to 1200x150
• Weight/load: 140KB

Ad Retargeting
For the best results, we recommend
advertisers provide four ad sizes:

PRINT OPPORTUNITIES

HFM Website Banners & Video
Advertisers are required to provide both
ad sizes. For video ads, please provide a
YouTube or Vimeo URL.

